
  

Airship!  
The Steampunk Adventure Table Game 

Captain?  It’s been some time.  Thank you for agreeing to meet with me.  

There’s…trouble out west.  The kind of trouble you specialize in solving.  We’re giving 

you your pick of airship.  The crew is ready to go when you are.  Get to the dock and 

set sails, or balloons, or whatever it is you sky captains using these days.   

 

 

Airship Captain 

You will take charge of an airship of your own making.  Take to the sky and complete 

your mission.  Fly another day. 

Quick Jump: 

Airship Template 

Bandit Gangs 

Tokens 

Mission 1 

 

Airship Creation  
There are three components to a quality airship; armor, power and speed.  As captain, 

you get to decide how to use these three elements in your craft. 

 

1. Airship attack score dictates how many times you can roll the dice during your 

attack; each roll is three six sided dice. 

 

2. Airship armor score dictates how many unsuccessful attack rolls can be made 

before damaged; all ships can take four damage before elimination. 

 

3. Airship speed dictates movement per turn and dice rolled for escape attempt; 2 

dice must hit a roll of 5 or more to escape an enemy. 

 

Making Your Airship: 
You have 10 points to allot however you see fit.  For a speedier ship with a better 

chance of escaping enemy encounters, focus points in the speed column.  For a 



  

heartier ship that can take lots of damage in battle, opt for a heavier armor column.  

For those that want to blast their enemies right out of the sky, stick with the attack 

column.  Be warned though, focusing on one column over another may have dire 

consequences.  Look for balance, but build to your strategy at the same time.  

See the Sample Airships for a guide on filing out your airship’s template. 

Click here for the Template 

 

Game play: 
Order of Turn is: 

Move 

Attack 

Move opponents 

 

Move Phase 

 Move your airship up to its speed score.  You do not have to use the entire 

movement, but anything left unused does not carry on.   

 If your turn lands on or adjacent to an opposing airship move to the attack 

phase. 

Attack Phase 

 Airships engage in combat when on the same square or adjacent to one 

another. 

 In combat, a player rolls three six sided dice in an attempt to roll three dice 

higher than the enemy’s defense score in one roll.  The number of roll attempts 

allowed is set by the player’s attack score. 

  For example: When battling a Baron Frass Gang airship, the player must 

roll three dice at 2 or higher in one roll to damage the enemy. 

DAMAGE: When an attack roll comes up with a number less than what is 

needed to damage the opponent, it counts as a hit against the player’s armor 

score.  When the armor is eliminated, the player’s airship begins taking 

damage.   

 For example:  Rose ends her turn adjacent to an Army of Cosot biplane.  

To damage the enemy, she has to roll three dice at 4 or higher in one roll.  Her 

attack score is 5, so she has five attempts to do this.  Her first attempt sees dice 

come up at 3,4 and 6.  She did not damage the enemy and takes one point of 



  

damage against her armor score of 3.  Her second attack roll sees dice come up 

4, 4 and 5.  The enemy is damaged and is bumped far away to recover. 

 If she was adjacent to a second craft, combat would begin immediately.  

However, with no other enemies in sight, she has time to repair her airship and 

the armor score resets at the end of the turn.  

COMBAT VICTORY: When player successfully hits the enemy (that is, rolls 

three dice meeting the target goal) the enemy craft is relocated three spaces 

plus their movement score away in the direction of the player’s choice. 

RUNNING OUT OF ATTACK ROLLS:  Sometimes, nothing goes right and you 

still have armor left over.  If no more attack rolls can be made, and no damage 

has been taken by the player, the player’s craft is moved their speed score plus 

three away from the spot they currently occupy and in the opposition direction 

of the treasure (if on map).  One damage is taken if attack rolls run out. 

If there are multiple adjacent craft, fight the enemy one at a time. 

 

ESCAPE:  It is possible to escape battle.  Roll three dice a number of times up 

to the speed value of the player’s craft.   If two dice come up at five or higher on any of 

the rolls, put your airship back to the starting spot on the map and this ends your 

turn without taking damage. 

 

Bandit Move Phase 

Once the player’s airship ends the movement phase, the enemy craft make their move. 

All enemy craft move up to their Movement score listed on the list of common bandit 

gangs.  They move to the nearest player craft to them.  They have one goal, damage 

the player.  They do not care about protecting the treasure, defending their base or 

saving their fellow evildoers; they want to straight up take down anyone they do not 

know.  It is an unhealthy obsession.  The player that just finished the move phase will 

make all enemy craft movement. 

 

 

Bandit Selection 

Scenarios will tell you which bad guys you are going to fight, but if you want to make 

your own scenario, just pick one of the groups below and how many enemy craft you 

want to go up against and you’re all set.  



  

Sample Airships: 
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Hits taken. Mark an X for every point 

of damage taken 

Attribute 

Columns.  Place 

an x for each 

point allocated 

Extra space galore.  Unless you allocate all 10 

points to one column.  Not recommended, but 

you could. 

Name your ship! 

This ship can move 3 spaces per turn, based on the Speed score. 

It can roll 3 attacks unsuccessfully before taking damage. 

It can make 4 attack rolls before being forced to retreat. 
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Common Bandit Gangs 



  

 

Game Tokens 
Cut out the tokens above and fold them half to have stand up tokens for your game.  Or 

slice them in half for lots of enemy ships or extra tokens. 

  



  

Airship Templates: 
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Your First Mission: 

In the city of Ru Dopt rests an artifact of immense cultural and historical significance.  The 

artifact was en route to a local university when the convoy was ambushed by the Baron 

Frass Gang.  They took off with the artifact and have hidden away in an atoll off the main 

land.  Our scouts report three craft are protecting the artifact and Baron Frass himself is 

inbound.  We need you to move fast and quiet. 

 

Game set up: 

Players start on any of the spaces marked with this symbol: 

 

Three enemy craft, the Baron Frass Gang, start on the spaces marked with: 

 

Players are to reach the artifact marked with: 

And then return to the starting positions. 
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